HOSTING
A CATALOG SHOW!
I am so excited you are hosting a L’BRI catalog show! Inside this basket, you will find everything you
need to have a successful outcome and take advantage of the generous rewards offered by L’BRI!

THINGS TO KNOW
While I am not with you at your catalog show, I am available to help your guests! Please have
them contact me if they need recommendations or if they have any questions regarding our
products or their skin! L’BRI has a solution for almost all skin care concerns!

WHAT TO DO
Enthusiastically share your basket with friends and family! When someone tries a sample,
record their info on the tracking sheet for personal follow-up from me! Our L’BRI Catalog is a
FANTASTIC resource, full of helpful information!
When your guest is ready to order, have them order one of two ways.
• Online at ________________________________________
• On the Customer Receipt.
Be sure they enter your show number ________________ at the checkout! They keep the top,
white copy of the receipt; there is important information on the backside.
Be sure and let them know they will receive FREE shipping on orders $65 and above!

HOW TO EARN
Hosting is an INCREDIBLE way to earn your favorite products for FREE and at a HUGE
discount! Your goal is to have a QUALIFIED SHOW. A qualified Show consists of 3 things:
5+ Orders, $300+ in sales and 1 Booking.

YOUR REWARDS
L’BRI loves their Hostesses, and rewards them generously! Your qualified Show earns you:
Monthly Hostess Bonus, Show Rewards, Half Priced Items and Booking Rewards!
L’BRI offers different Hostess Bonus products each month. Show Rewards are a sliding scale
reward credit between $100 and $400 at VIP pricing. The larger the Show total, the more
Half Priced items you can earn, up to four! For each booking you have, you’ll earn a $75 Credit!

CLOSING YOUR SHOW
I will connect with you to collect your basket and orders, and then enter your orders and close
your Show. Your rewards show up in your account shortly afterwards! Items will be shipped
directly to your guests, so no deliveries for you to make!
Thank you for sharing L’BRI with others! If you thought this was fun and easy, I would love to tell you
more about becoming a Consultant yourself. We can have a conversation to see if it would be a
good fit for you!
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